We propose a technique that uses a proximity metric for delineating partially or 
Introduction
Location-aware technology and ubiquitous computing are major new trends in applications computing [l, 2, 31 . One premise of this work is that the ability to track the movement of people and artifacts (e.g., computers, machinery, vehicles, etc.) will make possible new computer applications for better managing the home and workplace. Most current research in this area is focused on developing the enabling hardware; less attention has been paid to software. Because location-aware computing depends upon the specific environmental or physical context in which it is employed, it requires software to support the input, representation, processing, and visualization of such physical settirlgs. In this paper we focus on the input problem: our broad goal is to develop software techniques to facilitate the input of information about building geographies that is needed for location-aware computing.
In general, geographic information for buildings is available only from hard-copy floor plans. (A sample bitmap scanned from a floor plan is shown in Figure 3a .') Thus the data is not in symbolic form; it must be interpreted visually, a task that is easy for people but not for computers. The information required for location-aware computing is region data:
the topology and geometry of "people" regions (that is, offices, lobbies, closets, and other areas that people refer to by name or by reference) and "computer" regions (that is, the areas scanned by sensing devices).
To extract this data from a scanned floor plan requires annotating the floor plan to delineate the relevant regions. The problem of region delineation is the one we address in this paper. Several software tools exist today that can facilitate the delineation of areal regions on a floor plan. They all utilize one or more of the following four techniques:
Freehand drawing: The user redraws the floor plan from scratch with a mouse or digitizing tablet, delineating regions as part of the drawing process.
Tracing: The user traces out regions on the floor plan by hand, using a mouse or digitizing tablet.
Area filling:
The user selects points on the floor plan image, and the computer fills in the fully enclosed areas surrounding the points. (The method is often called "flood filling" .)
Template fitting: The user positions and sizes predefined templates (usually rectangles) to cover the desired regions approximately.
All of these techniques have drawbacks. Freehand drawing is time-consuming, tedious, and error prone. Tracing is equally inefficient, though more accurate.
Area filling would appear at first sight to be fast and accurate, but it only works for fully enclosed regions: if the user wants to specify a region that is partially bounded -the boundaries of the region might have been corrupted during the scanning process (a frequent occurrence), or the region might be bounded in part by subjective contours not depicted in the image -the filling technique will not work because the filling process will "leak out" to the rest of the image through missing boundaries or holes in existing boundaries. Finally, template fitting, though fast, is inherently inaccurate.
Unlike the three manual methods, the area-filling approach has the attractive property of being automatic. However, as we have seen, the technique is brittle, as it relies on the unrealistic assumption that subjective boundaries in an image (the boundaries of image areas that are subjectively perceived as forming distinct regions) coincide with actual closed pixel contours in the image.
Of course, the task of region delineation, like all nontrivial document recognition tasks, can depend in the end on arbitrary semantic information about the material depicted in the bitmap to which no purely syntactic method can be sensitive. For example, the distinction between a foyer to a room and a bay in it may be unmarked in a floor plan. If the former is considered a separate region and the latter part of the same region, only someone familiar with this semantic distinction would be able to delineate the regions correctly. Thus, the inability of area filling to work perfectly is inevitable. Because no fully automatic method is to be expected, we believe that it is crucial to think of the task of region delineation as being solvable only semi-automatically. Thus, any system for region delineation needs to be evaluated not only for how well it works in an absolute sense, but also for how well any remaining problems (for there will be some) can be easily handled by simple human interventions. The articulation between the automatic technique and the human intervention in a semi-automated system is crucial to the appropriateness of a region-delineation technique.
Viewed from this perspective, the area-filling technique is seen to be especially lacking, for when it fails, it fails in a way that provides no help to the user. Although some automatic preprocessing of the image may help correct some area-filling errors, any remaining errors will require careful manual cleanup of the image, which may be no easier than specifying regions by one of the fully manual methods.
We propose an alternative method that utilizes a similar division of labor between user and computer but relaxes the assumption that subjective boundaries and pixel contours coincide. Pixels are assigned to regions by inaking use of a proximity field, the local minima of which define the ccntcrs of regions and the valleys of which represent the regions themselves.
Relative to area filling, the proximity-field method has the advantage that region delineation is robust with respect to corrupted or missing boundaries in the image. Furthermore, where the method fails, simple human interventions requiring only gross information can be used to correct the result. Finally, although full discussion is beyond the scope of this paper, the technique can take other application-specific region characteristics into account.
In the remainder of the paper we describe the technique of proximity fields for region delineation, the use of simple humian intervention to correct the frailties of the system, and a prototype system that we have built to test our algorithm, including some illustrative examples.
The Proximity-Field Technique
The novel contribution of our approach is the method by which the subjective boundaries of regions are defined. As discussed above, the standard areafilling method has the problem that subjective boundaries that are not marked with explicit lines in the image are overrun so that neighboring regions are invaded. Our approach attempts to better characterize the notion of a subjective region by encapsulating the notion "subjective region boundary" in a single function and by viewing the region-identification problem as the problem of optimizing this function.
The approach can be motivated by considering the problem with the area-filling method. Suppose we are given a drawing of the two-room building given in Figure l a . Note the doorway between the rooms. Because of this, a filling algorithm started from any point would find a single region (as in Figure lb) .
Intuitively, the reason that a given pixel, say the one labeled r in Figure If , is taken to be associated with the right room rather than the left (where the filling was stamted) is that it is closer to the center of the right room than the left room. In order to use this intuition to actually delineate regions, we must find a way of characterizing these two notions of 'closer' and 'center'.
Imagine a sur-
face defined so that the height of the surface at each black pixel in the image is zero and at each interior We do so with a proximity field. pixel the surface is as many units below zero as the pixel's distance to the nearest black pixel, so that the surface forms a series of valleys with the black pixels as ridges separating them. The surface just defined is the proxcimzty jield; a topographic map of a surface is given in Figure IC and a cross-section is shown in Figure Id . Local minima in this field provide a rough characterization of the notion "center of a region". We want to assign each pixel in the image to one of the field minima, in particular, the closest one. The appropriate notion of closeness is not mere geometric distance (as defined by, say, a Manhattan distance metric). Instead, the surface itself provides a definition of closeness. Objects on such a surface tend to move downhill so as to locally minimize their potential energy. The minimum reached from a given pixel by such a local minimization process is an appropriate notion of "closest center". We can imagine a ball placed at the given pixel and released; the local minimum that it settles in is the center of the room the pixel belongs to. Since, as depicted in Figure lg , a ball at point p would roll to the left minimum, whereas one at point r would roll to the right minimum, the two points are taken to lie within the left and right regions, respectively.
This rolling-ball analogy fails, unfortunately, when the pixel in question is on a plateau of the surface between two minima, say at point q in Figure If , in which case both minima are reachable by descent from the given pixel. Conceptually, this aberration can be eliminated by using a smoothed version of the surface as depicted in Figure le . In practice, the allocation of pixels to regions that would be engendered by using the smoothed surface can be calculated directly by the technique described shortly, without actually calculating the smoothed field.
This discussion provides evidence that an approach based on energy minimization in the proximity field might be appropriate for characterizing subjective boundaries better than the simple filling technique. Our method is based on just this metaphor of energy minimization.
Under the model we are describing, a region is characterized as the set of pixels for which a given minimum in the proximity field is closest. Thus, specifying a region follows from specifying the corresponding field minimum. This is easily done by local search. Given a set of pixels all of equal field value, which we will call the working set, a new set is generated in the following manner. The neighboring pixels with the lowest field value are found. If the pixels in this neighboring set are higher than those in the current set, the cur-rent set constitutes (part of) a local minimum of the surface, and the search is done. If the neighboring-set pixels are the same height, the working set is augmented with the pixels in the neighboring set, and the process is iterated. If the neighboring-set pixels are lower, the neighboring set becomes the current set and again the process is iterated. Eventually, this iterative search terminates with a set of equal-value pixels that comprise a minimum. A graphical depiction of the iterative process is presented in Figure 2 .
Under certain conditions, for instance, when started at point q in Figure If , the working set may become temporarily noncontiguous. In the area within the doorway, for instance, there is a plateau in the proximity field. The first few iterations of the algorithm above expand the working set to encompass larger areas of the plateau. Eventually, if the starting point is nearer one room or the other, the edge of the plateau nearer that side will be found, and the working set will move in that direction, eventually settling in the corresponding minimum. However, if the starting point is in the exact center of the plateau, both edges will be found on the same iteration, and the working set will comprise pixels from both sides of the plateau. The search will continue in this way until one of the discontiguous parts of the working set hits a minimum. If the other part is not yet at a minimum, the search will continue, using only the latter portion of the working set, eventually finding the lower of the two minima. In essence, the method as described places points that are midway between two rooms in the larger of the two rooms. (If both minima are reached at the same time, that is, both rooms are the same size, one or the other can be chosen arbitrarily.)
A Semi-Automated System
The basic proximity-field technique works quite well for finding subjective contours of regions in bitmaps. However, as argued in Section 1, the articulation of any such method with some human intervention ability is crucial. The essential idea behind leveraging of human intervention is simply this: repairing incorrect or inaccurate results of the automatic method should require only gross human interaction, rather than finely detailed work. The proximity-field technique compares well with other techniques, such as area filling, not only in that it performs better ab initio at finding subjective contours, but also because it lends itself well to leveraging the addition of simple human intervention. The remaining frailties of the proximity-field technique can be classified as follows:
e Missing subjective contours: Indicators of a subjective contour may be wholly or partly absent from the input image. For instance, what appears to be a single large room in the floor plan may be tlhought of by the occupants of the room as two separate regions. Since no syntactic reflex of the distinction between the two rooms is found in the image, no method based purely on bitmap processing can be expected to observe this distinction.
e Multiple minima: A subjective region may encompass several minima, that is, it is the union of the regions defined by the multiple minima.
Both of these problems are easily handled by only simple human interventions, given an appropriate user interface.
Indicators of missing subjective contours can be manually added with simple line-drawing tools. Because the method does not require closure of the subjective contours, simple "hints" as to the missing subjective contour are all that is typically required to repair the region delineation. (For example, in Figure 4b in the next section, a short line segment is all that is required to coerce the proximity-field method to find the correct subjective contours.)
It might be thought that the ability to add lines or other features to the image as a preprocessing step would vitiate the problems with area filling. It does not. In the case of area filling, quite fine-grained manual preprocessing of the image will tend to be required, because the preprocessing would need to be used not only to add missing large-scale subjective contours but also any missing bit of subjective contour down to the pixel level. The improved automatic performance of the proximity-field technique means that only the grossest of missing subjective contours need be filled in. Because the proximity-field technique is relatively insensitive to perfect abutting of lines and the like, the line drawing can be done quite rapidly, and on an as-needed basis. When the system inappropriately subdivides a region, the user merely needs to provide a hint to the system by quickly drawing a line segment where there is a missing contour.
Subjective regions encompassing multiple proximity-field regions can similarly be handled without fine-grained editing of the image. A user can specify to the system that several regions should be combined to form a single subjective region merely by selecting the regions manually, by mouse-clicking somewhere within the regions in question.
Thus, the proximity-field technique not only works better as an automated method for region delineation, but it fits well in a semi-automated system in that (i) the better performance means that less repair of results need be carried out manually, and (ii) the types of human intervention needed to correct the behavior of the technique require only large-scale gross actions rather than fine-grained editing.
Another feature of the proximity-field technique is that alternative definitions of the proximity field might be used to characterize regions of a quite different sort from boundaries perceived as physically contained re- gions. The simple field used here models regions unconstrained in all directions except by overt indicators of subjective contours. The sensing region of a motion sensor, by contrast, is constrained to subtend a certain angle outward from the site of the sensor. The regions defined by such a sensor can be defined by an alternative proximity field that is more constrained than the one used here but that still respects subjective regions. The generality of the proximity-field approach to region delineation thus makes possible the modeling of many different kinds of regions. Similarly, an alternative proximity-field definition might be used to find the subjective segmentation of a document image. We have implemented the proximity-field technique for region delineation in a prototype system. The system provides for human intervention in the form of user-added subjective-contour "hints" and region grouping as described above. No pixel-level postediting of the regions is supported; the need for postediting at this level of detail is rare and would be better viewed as an indicator of a flaw in the method. All human intervention is achieved through standard graphical drawing and selection techniques that can be used a t several magnifications of the image.
In order to provide a feel for the quality of region delineation achievable using the proximity field on actual scanned bitmaps, we apply it to a sample scanned floor plan, shown as Figure 3a . Note that the boundaries of some of the rooms are discontinuous as a result of scanning errors; the lowest of the four rooms on the left wall is an example. Other rooms, for instance the room in the lower right corner, have open doors. Consequently, area-filling performs poorly on the image, its shown in Figure 4a .
The proximity field of the map is shown in Figure 3b . The value at each white pixel is shown through false-coloring, with darker tones connoting lower values. When regions are defined on the basis of this proximity field, the result, shown in Figure 3c , is much more accurate than the area-filling method. In particular, the rooms mentioned above with discontinuous borders are correctly delineated. Nonetheless, several problems remain. Introduction of a few subjective-contour "hints" and the joining of a few regions cleans up the image to form the final region {delineation seen in Figure 4b. 
Conclusion
Region delineation, like many document-analysis problems, cannot be solved perfectly by purely syntactic methods. Consequently, any method for identifying regions in a bitmap must allow for human intervention at some point in order to correct errors detectable only with semantic information. The proximity-field method, besides providing a better syntactic model of subjective region, also allows for simple interactive postprocessing; it is thus superior to both manual and automatic methods previously proposed.
